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Maintaining a map of signal power levels is one approach to dynamic spectrum management, but generating it in a
complex environment with unknown emitters using sensor measurements is challenging. Precise representation of
signal levels using sparse sensors is not feasible in realistic conditions where measurements may be inaccurate and
the propagation conditions are uncertain. The goal is to use sensor power measurements to identify regions where
the signal level exceeds, or falls below, a given threshold, and to provide a level of confidence in those
determinations. In this work, a belief-based method using Dempster-Shafer analysis is developed, which can
accommodate uncertainties due to the propagation conditions and sensor inaccuracies and combines evidence from
different sensors to give a belief value for each state. The method is illustrated first for a simplistic, flat-earth model,
then the impacts of parameter uncertainties, shadowing and sensor errors are incorporated. A real operating
environment is emulated using a propagation prediction program, and it is demonstrated that the new approach is
able to provide useful input to the spectrum management function and enables a sophisticated interpretation to
support context-specific decision-making.
1 Introduction
The current approach to spectrum management requires
the pre-assignment of channels in a given operating band
based on anticipated requirements, to prevent interfer-
ence. In a mobile, heterogeneous radio environment,
where the demands on spectrum in a given location
change with time, a more dynamic approach to spec-
trum management may be able to make more effective
use of the band and support higher user throughput. The
challenge is then to achieve an adequate representation
of the spectrum occupancy in the band and geographic
area of interest to support either manual or automated
dynamic spectrum management. The spectrum manage-
ment process is inevitably subjective, as different oper-
ational requirements necessitate a balance of risk and
benefit in terms of interference and connectivity.
As described in [1], the ‘radio environment map’
(REM) is a database of spectrum information, which
may include topography, spectrum policies, expected
pathloss and applicable propagationmodels, locations and
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transmission characteristics of primary emitters. Alterna-
tive concepts of a REM consist of an actual map database
that contains local signal power levels: this is also known
as an ‘available resource map’ [2] and ‘interference cartog-
raphy’ [3]. The database may be populated by information
from the emitters themselves [2], from spectrum sens-
ing devices [3] or some combination. In this work, the
map is generated from measurements gathered by sen-
sors spread throughout the environment. This must be
achieved with as few sensors as possible because of the
overhead required to collect and process the data [4].
In much of the theoretical work reported, pathloss
between two points is modelled as a known function of
their separation, but in real systems this is an average,
not a true reflection of the actual pathloss. This was illus-
trated in [5] for the indoor environment; furthermore, the
sensors were also shown to have errors in their reported
measurements, which is an important factor that must be
considered in REM generation.
Idealised models of the pathloss can be avoided in
methods that use interpolation-type approaches in com-
bining the collected sensor measurements to generate the
REM. Power level interpolation methods such as Kriging
have been proposed [6] and have been demonstrated with
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densely and uniformly located sensors. Weighted inter-
polation techniques based on inverse distance weighting
methods were considered in [7] and were applied to an
indoor test environment. A spline-based spatial estima-
tor of power spectral density (PSD) was developed in
[8] for the case in which each emitter may transmit on
several channels simultaneously. In [9] a PSD-estimator
approach was proposed for similar scenarios, in which
sensors cooperate in a distributed manner to estimate
jointly the occupancy of several adjacent channels.
In a dynamic, complex environment, it is not realis-
tic to attempt to create and maintain a real-time, highly
detailed REM. To prevent damaging levels of interference
at user terminals, it is sufficient to know whether the
power level in the frequency range of interest exceeds,
or does not exceed, some specified threshold. A low-
resolution version of a REM is then appropriate, and the
spectrum occupancy map (SOM) is proposed here to indi-
cate whether or not the spectrum is considered to be ‘in
use’. This is a similar goal to that described in [9], although
in that case, the technique estimates the local power lev-
els. As a first stage, then, spectrum occupancy mapping
should help the spectrummanager to focus on areas, both
geographic and spectral, that need extra attention either
because there is an increased risk of interference or there
is an opportunity for additional assignments to users. In
this process, the spectrummanager should bemade aware
of the quality of the information on which these decisions
will be based.
The environment of interest consists of heterogeneous
mobile users without fixed infrastructure. The aim is to
segment the area into regions where the radio frequency
(RF) power falls on either side of the specified threshold
rather than to identify precisely the locations of emitters.
In practice, the sparse and possibly unreliable informa-
tion, as well as the variability in propagation, means that
there cannot always be certainty in this decision. The
SOM must therefore give the spectrum managers a con-
fidence measure that the information available indicates
that the defined threshold is exceeded, or not, and will be
interpreted subjectively along with any other information
or constraints available.
In this work, the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory of evi-
dence is proposed to deal with the many uncertainties
in the problem of fusing data from RF sensors in realis-
tic propagation environments. The DS theory combines
evidence from different sources that support specified
hypotheses; it allows for the possibility that the evidence
does not distinguish between two or more hypotheses,
and this allows the incorporation of uncertainties as well
as ignorance (no relevant evidence).
The DS theory has been applied to related problems
such as the classification of land cover [10] and segmenta-
tion of images [11]. It was used to evaluate the reliability
of different types of sensors, with application to the prob-
lem of identifying vehicle types, in [12]. Related to the
topic of spectrum access, a DS approach was used in [13]
to identify the presence of a licensed user using the out-
put of cyclostationarity-based detectors, assuming that
the signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the licensed user sig-
nal at the sensors were known. A similar problem was
studied in [14], using energy detection at the sensors,
and again the SNRs were assumed known, although gains
were demonstrated over a soft information combining
energy detection method even when those SNRs were not
given. Similar assumptions were considered in [15] and
[16] to detect the presence of a licensed user. A differ-
ent problem was considered in [17], where the objective
was to identify the location of a receiver in an indoor
environment, and it was assumed that signal strength lev-
els for different locations were known a priori, i.e. the
radio environment map was already generated by prior
measurements.
The SOM generation problem is described in Section 2,
and the applicable DS theory is summarised in Section 3.
To illustrate the spectrum mapping technique, an ide-
alised scenario using a simple distance-based pathloss
model and perfect sensing is used in Section 4.
In reality, the propagation environment is more com-
plex and the sensors are not perfect. Delays in receiving
the sensor measurements and a dynamic environment
also introduce sensor errors. These uncertainties can be
accounted for in the DS analysis and their impact is
considered in Section 5. The selection of parameters is
discussed in Section 6.
In Section 7, a commercial propagation prediction pro-
gram is used to emulate propagation conditions in a
real geographic region, which illustrates the challenges of
applying typical modelling assumptions to the real world.
This emulation is used to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the DS-based SOM generation technique in a realistic
environment, and the approach is compared to a power
interpolation method. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section 8.
2 The spectrummap problem
Consider a geographic area with challenging propagation
characteristics, i.e. with shadowing and large-scale vari-
ations in path loss due to topographic and man-made
features. Within the area, there areM ≥ 1 emitters whose
locations and transmission characteristics are unknown.
There are N sensors randomly located within the area
that measure the local signal level. The sensor measure-
ments are combined to determine the state of evidence, or
belief, that the power level in a given location is above or
below the specified threshold. Combining the belief func-
tions over many locations produces the area’s spectrum
occupancy map.
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The resolution of the mapping is selected to satisfy
the spectrum management function requirements: in the
case of the low UHF band, for an area spanning tens of
kilometres, it can be divided into cells with a radius of
several hundred metres, with the cell centre taken as the
representative location.
Combining the sensor measurements over a large area
is computationally complex. To avoid this complexity,
each cell in the area is considered independently, using
only information from sensors in a prescribed local
area. Thus, not all cells must be updated when new
sensor measurements are collected; in a dynamic envi-
ronment, only those cells whose changing status will
impact the spectrum management function need to be
re-evaluated.
In the work described herein, it is assumed that the
sensor measurements are centralised at a fusion cen-
tre, where the SOM is generated and presented to the
spectrum manager. However, as only local information
is required to compute the occupancy belief at any arbi-
trary location, the proposed technique could readily be
applied in a distributed way, as in [9]; but in this case,
only a single information message from each sensor is
required.
In computing the spectrum occupancy map, imper-
fections in the data collection system must be taken
into account. The sensors are randomly located, and
some regions may have inadequate coverage. The mea-
surements themselves may be inaccurate due to sen-
sor errors or to time delays in their transmission to
the fusion centre, and the locations of the sensors may
not be accurately known. The operating environment
is challenging: pathloss characteristics may be highly
localised, and the correlation distance of shadowing
caused by natural and man-made obstacles may vary
widely over the area. Local variations in terrain may
result in conflicting evidence provided by sensors in close
proximity.
The SOM is required to support the spectrum man-
agement function to make context-specific decisions
that necessitate balancing the risk of interference with
demand for spectrum access. The aim of the proposed
technique is to produce a SOM that provides useful
input to the spectrum manager in spite of the chal-
lenges of a real scenario. The SOM should indicate
where support for either of the two states (above or
below the power threshold) is weak or strong, as well as
where there is insufficient coverage to provide reliable
information.
3 Dempster-Shafer theory
The Dempster-Shafer or DS theory is an evidential rea-
soning technique that provides an approach in dealing
with uncertainty in data fusion. It is usually formulated in
terms of belief functions, introduced by Shafer in [18], and
integrated with similar ideas from Dempster developed in
the 1960s, e.g. [19].
There are numerous points of view regarding the DS
theory, and there have been debates regarding its inter-
pretation, particularly in the late 1980s and 1990s, for
example, in [20,21] and responses thereto. It is sometimes
interpreted in probabilistic terms (see Shafer [22] and
Dempster [23] for more recent discussions and perspec-
tives). However, more recently, it was claimed by Smets
[24] that the DS model is ‘completely unrelated to the
probability model’. It was shown in [24] and in the subse-
quent work that a model for the fusion of evidence, the
transferable belief model (TBM), could be derived with-
out relying on a concept of probability. From the point of
view of the problem addressed herein, the TBM and DS
theory are effectively equivalent. The non-probabilistic
interpretation is used here: as discussed in the introduc-
tion, the question of interest here relates to confidence,
not probability.
A comparison of the Bayesian and DS approaches in
[25] illustrates that the two techniques can lead to similar
results but that a well-defined formulation of probabil-
ities, conditioning and priors is required in the Bayes
method, whereas in the DS theory, conditioning is incor-
porated in the belief functions with no prior knowledge
needed. A discussion of the similarities and differences
between the two approaches is also given in [26]. In the
examples given in Section 1, in particular [13-17], the
problems could have been formulated similarly using
a Bayesian approach because the probabilities used to
define the hypotheses were well-defined. As noted in
[27], the DS theory allows the problem to be formulated
to reflect the state of knowledge, rather than physics,
which is particularly applicable in this work, as there are
too many unknowns (emitter power, pathloss and loca-
tions) to be able to define precisely the actual state. The
DS theory also supports the use of ‘unknown’ as a state,
which is also useful in the current problem.
The relevant DS theory is given in the remainder of
this section; for more detail on the mathematical basis,
see the references cited above. The DS theory is applied
to the idealised spectrum map problem first to illus-
trate how the evidence is generated and combined. The
strength of the DS theory is in incorporating the effects of
the uncertainties and measurement inaccuracies that are
inevitable in real applications: these are considered in the
later sections.
3.1 Evidence
At each sensor j, evidence is collected that may provide
support for or against possible states ωi, which are the ele-
ments of the state space or frame of discernment, . The
function m is known as the basic belief assignment, given
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by the mapping of the power set m : 2 →[ 0, 1] (see for
example [12]), as defined by∑
A⊆
m(A) = 1. (1)
Unlike in probability theory, a mass can be ascribed to
any subset of , not just to its elements. Thus, the basic
belief mass (bbm) m({ω1,ω2}) is defined to address the
case where evidence points to two elements ω1 and ω2 but
does not distinguish between them.
3.2 Evidence combining
The rule of combination [23,24] is applied to combine the
belief functions obtained from independent sensors. This
can be written in terms of the bbms as, for sensors i and j
and A ⊆ , A = ∅,











X∩Y=∅mi(X)mj(Y ) in the denominator
of (2) is the conflict between mi and mj. The applica-
tion of normalisation in the selection of two independent
hypotheses was discussed in [28]. In the current work, the
hypotheses are dependent: the power is either above or
below the specified threshold, hence normalisation leads
to the possibility of a consistent metric for assessing the
belief that the spectrum in a given cell is occupied.
3.3 Belief and plausibility
For each piece of evidence, Ek ⊆ , the bbm m(Ek)
describes the associated belief. For some A ⊆ , bel{A} is
the degree of belief that the true state belongs to A, and






The normalisation in (2) also gives bel{∅} = 0 and
bel{} = 1.
Another quantity, the plausibility, is defined to describe
the maximum potential support for a proposition, i.e. the




m(Ek) = 1 − bel{A¯} (4)
where A¯ is the complement of A. The possibility of uncer-
tainty is then allowed by pl{A} > bel{A}.
The application of the DS theory to the spectrum
mapping problem will be described first for the sim-
plest case of no uncertainties in measurements or the
propagation model.
4 Spectrum occupancymap: ideal case
Consider a geographic area of dimension L × L, divided
into hexagonal cells with centres separated by dhex. An
unknown number,M, of emitters are operating in the area
at unknown locations. The emitters are assumed to have
omni-directional antennas, and lower and upper bounds,
Pe,min and Pe,max, respectively, can be specified for their
effective powers based on the applicable emission poli-
cies. Multiple emitters in a small area will not generally
be separable, so their combined power should be used as
the upper limit. In this ideal case, flat-earth propagation is
assumed, i.e. at a distance d from an emitter of power Ptx,
the received power is given by
Prx = Ptx − L(d0) − 10α log dd0 (5)
where d0 is a reference distance, L(d0) is the pathloss from
the emitter to the distance d0, which is dependent on the
signal wavelength, and α is the pathloss exponent. In this
work, the effective transmission power P˜tx = Ptx − L(d0)
is defined for convenience, yielding
Prx = P˜tx − 10α log dd0 . (6)
Here, d0 will be selected to be less than the cell radius.
The SOM is generated using the measurements
obtained atN omni-directional sensors located in the L×L
area. The sensors are in different cells and for this ideal
case, they are assumed to measure the received signal
power in their cells perfectly. Both sensors and emitters
are assumed, for now, to be located in the centre of their
cells.
The information generated by fusing the sensor data
using the DS theory is the degree of belief that the
total signal power in any given cell exceeds the threshold
Pthresh. Combining the sensor measurements over a large
area, for many channels in the frequency band, is compu-
tationally complex. To manage this complexity, each cell
in the area is considered independently. This approach
provides the advantage that cells where there is little dis-
crimination between hypotheses A and B can be updated
more frequently as new data become available, compared
to cells where the distinction is clear and unlikely to
change with small changes in sensor evidence. This means
that in a dynamic environment, only those cells that might
impact the spectrum management function need to be
updated, leading to a more efficient tracking than if all
cells must be updated immediately at every time interval.
The frame of discernment, , is defined as  = {A,B}
where A and B are the two hypotheses ‘above Pthresh’ and
‘below Pthresh’, respectively. The set of all subsets of 
is {∅,A,B, {A,B}}; hence, m(A) represents the evidence
that Pthresh is exceeded,m(B) represents the evidence that
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Pthresh is not exceeded, and m({A,B}) represents the evi-
dence that cannot discriminate. In this case, as A and B
are opposing hypotheses,m(∅) = 0.
4.1 Evidence computation
The aim of the evidence computation is to determine, for
each cell in the L × L area, the basic belief masses for
the two hypotheses,A and B, denoting power levels above
and below the specified threshold. Consider cell ci: unless
there is a sensor in ci, the true power level is unknown,
and the information available from sensors in the neigh-
bourhood must be used to develop a belief model for that
cell.
Consider sensor in cell cj, a distance dc from ci. The
power level measured, which is a combination of signals
received from all emitters, is Ps,j (dBm). The measure-
ments obtained by this sensor can be used to determine
limits on the range of powers that could be observed in
cell ci.
To estimate the range of powers that might be observed
in cell ci, based on data from the sensor in cell cj, con-
sider a single emitter with effective transmission power P˜e
located at a distance dx from ci and an estimated distance











It can readily be shown that the minimum power in cell ci
is achieved with a single emitter, located along a straight
line joining ci and cj, as in Figure 1a with dx = dˆj,e(P˜e)+dc ,










This is minimised when P˜e = P˜e,min, which is the effec-
tive minimum transmitted power, corrected for the short
distance loss L(d0).










where dx = |dc − dˆj,e(P˜e)|, as illustrated in Figure 1b,c.
This approach combines all nearby emitters into a single
effective emitter.
Both the minimum and maximum powers may be fairly
loose limits. It has been found that the actual values are
not critical, if the sensor density is sufficiently large, due to
the combining of evidence. If, for example, the upper limit
is grossly over-estimated, the evidence from other sensors
will either contradict this maximum, or it will support that
the cell power is much greater than the threshold Pthresh,
which is all the information that is required for aiding the
spectrum manager.
Finally, if i = j then the power level in that cell is given
by the sensor value, i.e.
Pi,j,min = Pi,j,max = Ps,j. (10)
The upper and lower limits of the possible signal power
level in cell ci are used to determine the bbms using the
principle of insufficient reason, or indifference (Bernoulli,
Ars conjectandi, 1713). This says that, absent any other
information, equal weight must be given to each possi-
bility. A uniform distribution of evidence over the range
Pi,j,min ≤ Pc,i < Pi,j,max means that the bbms for cell ci
obtained from sensor j are, for i = j





mi,j(B) = r ·




mi,j({A,B}) = (1 − r) (11c)
where (a)+ = a if a ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise, and r is a
measure of the reliability assigned to the information from
sensor j for cell ci.
When the cell contains a sensor, i.e. i = j, mi,j(A) = 1
and mi,j(B) = 0 if Ps,j ≥ Pthresh; otherwise, mi,j(A) = 0
andmi,j(B) = 1; andmi,j({A,B}) = 0 in both cases.






dc < Ds (12)
= 0 dc ≥ Ds
where β > 0 is a parameter, and Ds is the maxi-
mum distance for which sensors’ evidence is incorpo-
rated. This is similar to the distance-based weighting
used in the power interpolation methods considered in
[7]. The selection of these parameters is discussed in
Section 6.
4.2 Combining evidence for all sensors
Sensors are in different cells, therefore the evidence
obtained from them is independent, and can be combined
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Figure 1 Illustration of emitter configurations for power range in cell ci. (a) Minimum power in cell ci . (b) Maximum power in cell ci , dj,e < dc .
(c) Maximum power in cell ci , dj,e > dc .
for j = 2, . . . ,N
K = 1 − mi(A) · mi,j(B) −mi(B) · mi,j(A)
mA = 1K
(





mi(B) · mi,j(B) +mi(B) · mi,j({A,B})
+mi({A,B}) · mi,j(B)
)
mAB = 1K mi({A,B}) · mi,j({A,B})
mi(A) = mA, mi(B) = mB, mi({A,B}) = mAB
end
4.3 Power level belief and plausibility
The belief function for cell ci is computed from the com-
bined bbms using (3), which gives
beli{A} = κ · mi(A) (13a)
beli{B} = κ · mi(B) (13b)
where κ is a normalisation factor such that bel{A} +
bel{B} + bel {A,B} = 1.
Similarly, the plausibility function for cell ci is, from (4)
pli{A} = 1 − κ · mi(B) (14a)
pli{B} = 1 − κ · mi(A) (14b)
whichmeans that pli{A} − beli{A} = pli{B} − beli{B} =
κ · mi({A,B}), which is a metric for the residual uncer-
tainty.
4.4 Ideal case results
An example of the application of the DS analysis is given
here for the idealised case; the impact of more realistic
assumptions will be explored in the subsequent section.
Figure 2a shows the ‘ground truth’ for this example. The
map covers an area of 20 × 20 km and is divided into
hexagonal cells with centres on a grid at spacings of dhex =
500 m. The reference distance used was d0 = 100 m.
There are M = 3 emitters in this example, randomly
placed at least 8 km apart, operating at 300 MHz with
transmit powers randomly selected from the uniform dis-
tribution between 15 and 25W. The number, location and
powers of the emitters are not known to the processing
algorithm. In this idealised example, the flat-earth propa-
gation model is used to determine the ground truth, using
pathloss exponent α = 3 in (6).
There are N = 50 sensors randomly located within the
area, with the restriction that no cell contains more than
one sensor, nor a sensor and an emitter. The sensors are
assumed to be located at the centre of their containing
cells and to detect the signal power exactly.
The objective of the analysis is to use the sensed
information to determine whether the signal power in
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Figure 2 Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis for ideal case. Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis for example withM = 3 emitters and N = 50
sensors randomly located in 20× 20 km area. (a) True spectrum occupancy map (dBm). (b) True boundaries for Pthresh. (c) Belief that power exceeds
Pthresh, bel{A}. (d) Belief that power does not exceed Pthresh, bel{B}. (e) Residual uncertainty, bel{A,B}.
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each cell is less than or greater than the threshold of
Pthresh = −60 dBm. Figure 2b shows the true boundaries
at this threshold.
The DS analysis has been applied to this problem as
described above. The reliability r is computed using (12),
with a maximum distance Ds = 10 km and β = 0.5; the
justification for these parameters is discussed in Section 6.
The resulting belief functions bel{A} and bel{B} are shown
in Figure 2c,d. The residual uncertainty given by bel{A,B}
is shown in Figure 2e. As bel{A,B} ≈ 0 over most of the
area, the plausibilities pl{A} and pl{B} are approximately
equal to the complements of bel{A} and bel{B} and are not
shown.
In this ideal case, the DS analysis shows, with a high
degree of belief, the regions where the signal power is
high. The regions of high signal power around the three
emitters can be clearly identified, and the belief that the
power exceeds (Figure 2c) or does not exceed (Figure 2d)
the threshold decreases or increases, respectively, as the
distance from those emitters increases.
As expected, the most confidence, for both sets A
and B, is obtained in the cells that contain a sen-
sor, and, if there is no conflicting evidence from
other sensors, there are slowly decreasing circles of
belief as the distance from the sensor increases.
The neighbouring cells also show a high degree of con-
fidence - over 90% of the cells adjacent to sensor-
containing cells have correct beliefs exceeding 0.9. The
beliefs decrease further from the sensor cells, such that
70% of cells at a two-cell distance from the sensor cells
have correct beliefs exceeding 0.9 - this is expected as well,
as the information provided by the sensors has less direct
relevance.
In the regions where there are insufficient sensors, the
evidence is weak and/or contradictory, and the beliefs
tend to neutral, i.e. around 0.5. This lack of discrimination
is seen in the north-west and south-west regions where
the evidence provided by the sensors in range is nearly
equally divided between sets A and B. With very few
nearby sensors, the uncertainty increases, such as in the
north-west region, as shown in Figure 2e. Overall, the den-
sity of the sensors in this example is sufficient to achieve
a low degree of uncertainty, with 90% of the cells having a
residual uncertainty of 0.02 or less.
The evidence provided by the different sensors is illus-
trated in Figure 3 for the cell located at the centre of
the map, (10, 10) km. For each sensor j within range
Ds, the computed range [ Pi,j,min, Pi,j,max] is indicated and
coloured by its reliability, r, which is a function of its dis-
tance from the cell of interest. The threshold Pthresh is
marked by a dark line. The bbm for each sensor in range is
computed using (11a): of the 31 sensors within range Ds,
19 have Pi,j,max < Pthresh, resulting in m(A) = 0, i.e. their
evidence only supports the hypothesis that the power level
is below the given threshold. The other 12 sensors have
m(A) > 0 and m(B) > 0. Without the reliability parame-
ter, i.e. with r = 1 for all sensors, the evidence from the 19
sensors with Pi,j,max < Pthresh would discount that from
the other 12 in the combination process (Section 3.2),
even though the latter may, in fact, be more trustworthy.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of belief functions bel{A} and bel{B}, each com-
bined over ten random scenarios with the number of




































Figure 3 Reliabilities for sensor evidence, cell at (10, 10) km. Line indicates Pthresh = −60 dBm.
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Figure 4 CDFs of belief functions for different numbers of
sensors. CDFs of belief functions for N = 25 (solid lines), N = 50
(dashed lines), N = 100 (dash-dotted lines) and N = 200 (dotted
lines).
emitters M uniformly distributed between 1 and 4, each
with a random power between 15 and 25W. The CDFs for
N = 25, 50, 100, 200 sensors are shown. Approximately
11% of cells have true power levels above the thresh-
old. For a large number of sensors, bel{A} and bel{B} are
dominantly near zero or one, and there is no measurable
uncertainty. As the number of sensors decreases, there is
less evidence available and a lower probability of a nearby
sensor that provides high value evidence; hence, the belief
functions become less polarised.
In this idealised model, the boundaries of the regions
with power levels above and below the threshold are
smooth and clearly defined, so results showing the
polarised behaviour of the belief functions are considered
successful. However, as will be seen in the next section,
models that take into account more challenging propa-
gation conditions do not produce such well-structured
regions. The advantage of the DS belief function approach
is more evident in these more realistic models, as infor-
mation from the sensors cannot be expected to reproduce
random features such as shadow fading; rather, the objec-
tive is to determine a level of confidence, or belief, in
each possible hypothesis. Uncertainties such as imperfect
estimation of propagation parameters and sensor inaccu-
racies introduce a further degree of randomness, and the
use of the DS theory provides a more nuanced interpre-
tation of the sensed information than is available from a
conventional probabilistic approach.
5 Non-ideal models and uncertainties
In Section 4, standard assumptions were made about the
propagation environment, namely, that it follows a well-
defined model and that the parameters of that model are
known. The model parameters widely used in simulated
environments are obtained from a statistical analysis of
measurements obtained in a variety of locations and are
not, in fact, accurate representations of individual radio
paths. For example, terrain or man-made features in one
area will affect the local pathloss and shadowing param-
eters. This means that, in practice, the characteristics of
the radio environment measured by sensors are not accu-
rately known to the processing algorithm. The effects of
imperfect knowledge of pathloss parameters, shadowing
and sensor errors are investigated in this section, using
simulated propagation environments.
5.1 Pathloss errors
Pathloss is typically modelled as an exponential decay, as
in (6), where the exponent α varies over a range of approx-
imately 2 to 5 [29], depending on the density of scattering
objects, e.g. buildings and trees. The value of α is esti-
mated from many measurements in an area, based on
the average signal power decay with distance. It is typi-
cally taken to be uniform over a given area, although this
is unlikely to be true, especially as the size of the area
increases. Nonetheless, in this section, the pathloss expo-
nent α is assumed to be constant over the whole area, and
the effect of having an incorrect estimate, αˆ, is considered.
The estimate αˆ is used in the computation of evidence,
specifically in estimating the distance that an emitter must
be from the current cell, (6), and thereby the correspond-
ing minimum and maximum power levels, (8) and (9).
Figure 5 shows the belief functions bel{A} for an esti-
mated pathloss exponent, αˆ = 2.5 and 3.5. The simula-
tion parameters are the same as in the ideal example in
Section 4, using the same locations for theM = 3 emitters
and N = 50 sensors, to allow a direct comparison.
The figure shows quite a marked difference in belief
function resulting from under- and overestimating the
pathloss exponent. The results indicate that overestimat-
ing the pathloss parameter α tends (in this idealised sce-
nario) to identify the locations of the emitters but does
not provide a reliable indication of the regions separated
by the power threshold. Note that if the sensor distribu-
tion is sparse, this approach risks failing to identify the
existence of an emitter. When the pathloss exponent is
underestimated, there is a larger region around the thresh-
old boundaries where there is a lack of discrimination
resulting from conflicting evidence, i.e. the belief function
is close to neutral, i.e. bel{A} ≈ bel{B}.
5.2 Shadowing and sensing inaccuracies
Shadowing is a large-scale pathloss effect resulting from
obstacles blocking the propagation of signal energy. It is
measured as the variation of the measured pathloss about
the underlying trend, for example, (6), and is typically
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Figure 5 Belief for incorrect pathloss exponents. Belief that power exceeds Pthresh for example withM = 3 emitters and N = 50 sensors in 20 ×
20 km area, with incorrect estimate of pathloss exponent (true α = 3). Threshold Pthresh = −60 dBm. (a) αˆ = 3.5. (b) αˆ = 2.5.
modelled as a lognormal process. The impact of the shad-
owing is to introduce an uncertainty into the relevance of
the sensor measurements, as the path between the emit-
ter and the cell of interest will have a different shadow
loss than the paths from the emitter to each sensor. This
is also a challenge for modelling shadowing over an area,
as the pathloss is correlated in space. The standard sta-
tistical shadow model, which applies between two points
[29], does not represent the spatial correlation effects of
shadowing. A spatial loss field method, described in the
Appendix, is used here.
An additional source of uncertainty is the sensors them-
selves. To this point, these sensors have been assumed
to be perfect, i.e. to provide an accurate value of the cell
power, whereas in reality there may be sensor bias and
other errors. The assumption has also been made that the
sensor is located in the centre of the cell. The sensor error
is modelled in two parts: an error uniformly distributed
over [−3, 3] dB to represent the sensing inaccuracy and
a random variation in distance from each emitter, uni-
formly distributed over [−dhex, dhex]; 90% of these errors
lie between −1 dB and 1 dB. This sensor error term could
also include the effect of delays in receiving the sensor
measurements, resulting from congestion in the network
or mobility in the environment.
The effect of these uncertainties is to expand the possi-
ble ranges of power in the cell of interest used in (11a) to
compute the bbms for the hypotheses ‘A’ and ‘B’. No model
is assumed for the uncertainties in the DS implementa-
tion; instead, limits on the pathloss variations are defined.
For the shadowing component, the pathloss is assumed to
be in the range [−,], and the sensor error is in the
range [−,].
As in (8), the minimum power in the cell ci is still
achieved for the smallest effective transmitted power,
P˜e,min, but now an additional pathloss due to the worst
case shadowing and sensor inaccuracies must be included.
This leads to







Similarly, the upper power bound in cell ci is found
from (9), with an additional term to account for reduced
pathloss because of the worst case uncertainties in
received power, i.e.








No attempt is made to consider the fading correla-
tions between cells. This would require the estimation of
another parameter, the correlation distance, which is, in
reality, quite localised although it is typically characterised
over a large area. Furthermore, it contradicts the goal of
addressing each cell independently.
The simulations in this section address only the imper-
fect knowledge due to shadowing; the pathloss exponent is
given by α = 3, and the estimated value is also αˆ = 3. The
combination of inaccurate pathloss estimates has a similar
effect on these results as shown in Section 5.1.
Figure 6a shows the ground truth for the same config-
uration of emitters and sensors as in the example above,
but now, by incorporating a random shadowing field,
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Figure 6 Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis for shadowing and sensing inaccuracies. Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis for example
including shadowing with standard deviation 10 dB, sensor accuracy and location errors. (a) True power levels (dBm). (b) True boundaries for
Pthresh = −60 dBm. (c) Belief that power exceeds Pthresh for ( + ) = 0. (d) Belief that power exceeds Pthresh for ( + ) = 10. (e) Belief that
power exceeds Pthresh for ( + ) = 20. (f) Belief that power exceeds Pthresh for ( + ) = 30.
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computed as described in the Appendix using the spatial
constant δ = 1, 000 m. The standard deviation of the
shadowing loss is 10 dB. The regions above and below the
threshold Pthresh = −60 dBm are shown in Figure 6b.
The belief functions for different values of ( + )
are shown in Figure 6c,d,e,f. The maximum combined
absolute pathloss uncertainties due to sensor errors and
shadowing observed in this simulation are approximately
8 dB. When no account is taken of the pathloss vari-
ations due to shadowing and sensor errors, Figure 6c,
the regions around the emitters are clearly identified, but
there are cells which are seen from Figure 6b to be above
Pthresh which are identified with strong belief as below
the threshold. As ( + ) is increased, the belief func-
tions become less polarised: Figure 6f shows that for large
( + ), the belief function indicates less confidence
in the boundaries around the emitters and the spectrum
manager is presented with a less definitive view of the
spectrum occupancy. This appears to be appropriate, as
the true boundaries are less well defined compared to the
flat-earth case of Section 4.
6 Parameter selection
The reliability measure, r, was introduced in (11a) to
weight the evidence from different sources. This is a
heuristic measure, based on the recognition that sensors
further away should have less influence on the local belief
function than those closer. In (12) the parameter β was
used as an exponent in the computation of r. Figure 7
shows the dependence of the belief function distributions
on β , with the results accumulated over ten realisations,
each with between 1 and 4 emitters, with transmit powers
between 15 and 25 W. The shadowing field was ran-
domly generated for each realisation, as described in the


























Figure 7 CDFs of belief functions. β = 0.1 (solid lines), β = 0.25
(dashed lines), β = 0.5 (dash-dotted lines) and β = 1 (dotted lines)
for N = 50.
Appendix, with shadow loss standard deviation of 4 dB,
pathloss exponent α = 3 and sensor errors as in the
previous simulations. The values used in computing the
evidence were αˆ = 2.8, ( + ) = 20.
When β is very small (0.1), distant sensors have very
little impact on the belief functions, which are therefore
computed with very little evidence. As little uncertainty
is accounted for, the belief functions are highly polarised
(bel{A} and bel{B} near zero or unity) and consequently
fail to alert to some regions of interest. At the other
extreme, when β is too high (1.0), the distant sensors have
too much influence, introducing contradictory evidence
and resulting in more neutral belief functions (bel{A} ≈
bel{B}), which does not help the spectrum manager to
discriminate regions of interest. The value of β = 0.5
was selected as a balance between these two extremes
and was used in the results throughout this paper, but it
should be noted that there is not a ‘correct’ selection of this
parameter, and any attempt to optimise it would be highly
dependent on the specific assumptions in the scenario.
The parameter Ds is related to β through (12). Ds is the
maximum distance of sensors whose evidence will be con-
sidered. It should be selected to be large enough that the
reliability at the distance Ds from the cell of interest will
be small. For the idealised example here, Ds was selected
to be 10 km, at which distance the reliability r ≈ 0.22.
Extensive simulations showed there was no noticeable
advantage in including sensors further away, but exclud-
ing them reduced the total computation required. In the
following section, a larger Ds is used to counter the lower
density of sensors.
The computational complexity for each cell is domi-
nated by the sensor combining, which is dependent on the
number of sensors within range. This can be controlled
by using only the nearest, hence most reliable, N sensors,
withN fixed.
7 Emulated propagation environment
The results presented thus far have used standard models
to represent the ground truth of the propagation condi-
tions. In real environments, the propagation characteris-
tics are far more complex and are not uniform over the
area.
To test this belief-based approach to spectrum occu-
pancy mapping for more realistic conditions, a more
sophisticated propagation environment has been con-
sidered. As collecting detailed spectral occupancy
measurements over a large area is not feasible, the propa-
gation prediction program CRC-COVLAB™ [30] was used
to generate the ground truth. CRC-COVLAB takes into
account the terrain and ground cover in predicting signal
power over a wide geographic area.
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The area selected was a 60 × 45 km rural area cen-
tred about 35 km west of downtown Ottawa, Canada, as
shown in Figure 8. Particular features in the map include
the Ottawa River, crossing from west to east approxi-
mately 20 km from the top edge of the area and the Eardley
Escarpment, seen in the northeast of themap, where there
is a steep increase in elevation of up to 270 m. This area
was divided into 3,060 hexagonal cells with centres sepa-
rated by dhex = 1, 000 m. Three emitters with isotropic
antennas mounted at 3 m above the ground were located
as shown in Figure 8, each operating at 100 W effec-
tive isotropic radiated power at a carrier frequency of
300 MHz.
The power levels output by the prediction program
are shown in Figure 9a, and the cells with power above
Pthresh = −80 dBm are indicated in Figure 9b. The N =
100 sensors were randomly located in the area, ensur-
ing only a single sensor per cell, which is positioned in
the centre of the cell. As in Section 5, the sensors were
assumed to be subject to measurement errors, which are
uniformly distributed in [−3, 3] dB. The parameters used
in the DS SOM process were as follows: αˆ = 3.0, β = 0.5,
Ds = 12, 000 m, Pe,min = 10 W, Pe,max = 150 W.
Figure 9c,d shows the averaged belief functions bel{A}




Figure 8 Terrain map of real propagation example.
40 and 20, respectively. With the larger value of ( + ),
a larger number of cells is identified as having power lev-
els possibly greater than Pthresh, while at the lower value,
the belief function is more focussed on the transmission
regions. This is expected from the results in the previous
section. The maximum variance across the whole region
is 0.053 in Figure 9c and 0.10 in Figure 9d, and the highest
variance is observed where there is a lack of discrimina-
tion, i.e. where bel{A} ≈ bel{B}. These averaged results
do not show a clearly identifiable region corresponding to
the Eardley Escarpment, and there is less confidence in the
area around the Almonte transmitter, (19,14) km, com-
pared to the northern transmitters. Figure 9b shows the
effect of the terrain around the southwest region, which
has a smaller range compared to the Dunrobin transmit-
ter at (31,36) km and is therefore harder to identify with
confidence and has average belief bel{A} ≈ 0.6 com-
pared to greater than 0.75 in the northern regions for
 +  = 40.
Interestingly, this realistic scenario is more tolerant
to variations in the estimated pathloss parameter, αˆ,
than the more idealistic models considered earlier. In
particular, as αˆ is increased from 2.5 to 4.0, a larger
percentage of the total area is identified as above
Pthresh, with a strong confidence. The additional areas
are those with true power levels close to −80 dBm,
such as those in the region between the emitters.
There is also an increased indication that power lev-
els in the region around the Eardley Escarpment exceed
the threshold.
For a comparison with power interpolation methods
to generating a radio environment map, the modified
Shepard’s method (MSM) has been applied to the same
emulated environment. This method was proposed in
[31] for interpolation of scattered data and applied to
the indoor radio environment map problem in [7]. MSM
fits a spatial power function around each sensor, using
weighted measurements from the sensors within a range
Rq. For each cell without a sensor, the functions for
each sensor within a distance Rw are combined using
a distance-dependent weighting. In this implementation,
the parameters used were Rq = 12 km and Rw =
8 km, which correspond to average numbers of nodes
Nq = 11 and Nw = 5 for this area and N = 100 sen-






di,j ≤ R (17)
for both the spatial function computation (R = Rq) and
the power estimation (R = Rw), where di,j is the Euclidian
distance from cell ci to cell cj. As in [7], linear spatial
functions were used and dexp = 1 in (17).
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Figure 9 Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis for emulated propagation environment. Results of Dempster-Shafer analysis averaged over 100
random sensor locations, for real propagation example with N = 100. (a) True spectrummap. (b) True boundaries. (c) Belief that power exceeds
Pthresh, ( + ) = 40. (d) Belief that power exceeds Pthresh, ( + ) = 20.
The resulting radio environment map showing esti-
mated power levels is shown in Figure 10a, averaged over
100 sets of random sensor locations. The regions around
the three transmitters are identifiable, and the effect of
the Eardley Escarpment is also visible. The variance of the
estimates is shown in Figure 10b. The variance is highest
around the perimeter where there are insufficient sensors
to establish good spatial functions: the maximum vari-
ance in these regions exceeds 1,800, but the scale has been
modified to show greater resolution in the central regions.
In those central regions, the variance is highest where the
actual power is high, i.e. near the transmitters.
One challenge observedwith theMSM technique is that
the fitting process fails when there are insufficient neigh-
bouring sensors within range Rq - at least two are required
to successfully generate spatial functions for each sensor.
Further, when there are insufficient sensors within range
Rw of a cell for the power estimation stage, the estima-
tion fails to generate any value. The results in Figure 10
are averaged only over valid estimates and exclude the
failed cases. Figure 10c shows the proportion of simula-
tions that identified the power in each cell as exceeding
Pthresh. The regions around the transmitters at Dunrobin
and Almonte are reliably identified, and the Fitzroy Har-
bour transmitter is identified in over 80% of cases. The
cells in the challenging Eardley Escarpment region have a
success rate of 50 to 60%.
The DS approach does not provide absolute values for
the state of the estimated power in a cell but rather a
confidence level that the power exceeds or falls below a
given threshold. It is possible to specify a belief thresh-
old b and make a decision based on bel{A} ≥ b, as an
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Figure 10 Comparisonwith power interpolation technique [7] for real propagation example,N = 100. (a) Mean estimated power levels.
(b) Variance of estimated power levels. (c) Rate of estimated power exceeding Pthresh.
example, but it is stressed that this simplifies the rich-
ness of insight available from this technique. However,
for the purposes of comparison, the incorrect ‘detection’
rate is used, i.e. the proportion of the cells for which
the power is actually above Pthresh, but which are deter-
mined to be below and vice versa. This was computed
for 100 random sets of sensor locations, for each method,
using the parameters given above for MSM, and  +
 = 40 with b = 0.6 for the proposed DS approach.
The percentage of cells incorrectly identified is shown
in Table 1.
The results above were obtained with randomly located
sensors, which is most representative of a real mobile
operating environment. If there were infrastructure avail-
able, the sensor locations could be selected and main-
tained on regular grid, as considered, for example, in
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Table 1 Percentage of cells incorrectly identified
Above (%) Below (%)
DS analysis 16.2 8.4
MSM 42 9
[6,17]. Different strategies for locating the sensors, taking
into account both environment sensing and connectivity,
were considered in [32]. Stehman compared random vs.
regular sampling locations for other types of problems, for
example in [33], and concluded that systematic, or regular,
locations tend to be more accurate. Figure 11 shows the
Figure 11 Sensors uniformly located on a lattice. (a) MSM estimated power. (b) Regions where MSM estimated power exceeds Pthresh. (c) Belief
that power exceeds Pthresh, +  = 40.
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emulated performance of the MSM and DS-based anal-
ysis, where the 100 sensors are located on a hexagonal
lattice. It is seen that, as expected, the estimation char-
acteristics of both are superior to the averaged random
case.
8 Conclusions
This work has investigated the application of a belief-
based approach, the Dempster-Shafer theory, to the
problem of computing spectrum occupancy maps for het-
erogeneous mobile radio environments. In contrast to
previous work, this approach considers the confidence, or
belief, in the two hypotheses: the power is above the spec-
ified threshold, or the power is below. This also allows for
a concept of uncertainty, which itself can be useful, as it
indicates the sufficiency of evidence available to support
either hypothesis.
The information provided to the spectrum manager
is only as good as the data provided by the sensors,
whichmeans that when the sensors are particularly sparse
in a given area, the resulting SOM can provide only
hints rather than clear indications of spectrum occu-
pancy. The DS method proposed here has this capability:
by showing a high level of uncertainty, the spectrum
manager knows there is insufficient coverage in this
area and can make decisions accordingly. Further, it
is clear where additional sensors should be deployed,
if possible.
This work has also illustrated the challenges of gen-
erating spectrum occupancy maps: the propagation
conditions in real environments do not follow the sta-
tistical models typically used in channel simulations,
and suitable parameters are not known. Approaches to
generating a SOM that rely on the accuracy of stan-
dard channel models will therefore fail in many real
environments.
The Dempster-Shafer approach uses only a sim-
ple exponential pathloss model and does not rely
on accurate parameterisation. The selection of the
propagation parameters such as pathloss exponent and
combined error effects ( + ) has an impact on the
resulting belief functions, but useful information is pro-
vided to support the spectrum management function
over a wide range of values. An effective implementa-
tion would be to enable these parameters to be varied
to facilitate the interpretation of the analysis for com-
plex environments. Furthermore, over large regions, the
propagation characteristics can vary considerably, and
the DS method allows different parameters in different
regions.
For mobile environments, updating the SOM should
focus on the areas of most significance, for exam-
ple, those cells which have near-neutral belief func-
tions resulting from conflicting evidence. In the DS
approach proposed here, the cells are processed inde-
pendently, which facilitates efficient updating of the
map as sensors and emitters to move by comput-
ing belief functions for only a subset of cells at any
time.
It is clear that the accuracy and resolution of a
spectrum occupancy map are limited by the number
and placement of sensors. A regular grid of sensors is
likely to provide the most information, but this requires
sensors to be pre-deployed, which may not be feasi-
ble in practice. Ultra-low power devices may also be
missed unless the sensors are densely located. The
spectrum management function using the SOM must
therefore have sufficient intelligence and context to inter-
pret the information it provides and make appropriate
decisions.
A comparison with the modified Shepard’s method of
power interpolation has shown that the proposed DS
approach is relatively robust to variations in sensor loca-
tion. When there is insufficient sensor coverage, the
uncertainty value becomes non-negligible, alerting the
spectrum manager to that area.
The spectrum management function is necessarily sub-
jective, as the risks of interference must be balanced
with the requirement to provide bandwidth to prior-
ity users. One of the advantages of the Dempster-Shafer
method is that it enables a sophisticated interpretation of




Most shadow fading models address only a single link;
where there is more than one link, they are assumed to
share a common terminal, e.g. [34]. In the case of the
spectrum occupancy map problem, there are many links
of interest but they do not all share a single terminal.
This is the problem addressed in [35], however in that
model the link fading is purely statistical whichmeans the
relative positions of the link terminals are not specifically
taken into account.
Herein, a spatial shadow fading correlation method
is proposed that is based on the fundamentals of the
approach in [35], but maintains the spatial relationship of
terminals. The approach in [35] was based on an underly-
ing spatial loss field. This models the loss experienced on
a link that passes through a given point or region on the
field such that the normalised shadowing loss on the link
between xi and xj is given by
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As in [35], the spatial loss field p(x) is modelled as a wide-
sense stationary Gaussian random field with zero mean.













where δ is a spatial constant and σ is the standard devia-
tion of the shadowing loss.
Each spatial field realisation is generated by generating
the covariance matrixCp for the locations of interest (cen-





where g is a vector of zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian
variables. The square root of Cp is found as the lower tri-
angular matrix L in the Cholesky decomposition Cp =
LLT .
In the simulation, the shadowing loss between two
points xi and xj is estimated using




where L is the set of points spaced by  along the straight
line between xi and xj. As shown in [35], for points sep-
arated by more than the spatial correlation distance, i.e.
‖xi − xj‖  δ, the variance of the shadowing loss is
var{S˜Li,j} ≈ σ 2.
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